Thank you to CCDR peer reviewers of 2014

Many thanks to the following people for the time and expertise they have given to the Canada Communicable Disease Report (CCDR) as peer reviewers in 2014. These individuals have worked anonymously, in their spare time, with no remuneration. Their comments and insights have been vital to enhancing the quality of articles published in CCDR that aims to share practical and authoritative information amongst clinicians and public health professionals in Canada and internationally.

Philip Abdelmalik          Kathleen Kerr          John Spika
Oliver Baclic              Jules Konan Koffi          Steven Sternthal
Annie-Claude Bourgeois     Kathleen Laberge          Dorcas Taylor
William Bowie              Julie A. Laroche          Maxim Trubnikov
Michael Coulthart          Robert Lerch              Monique St-Laurent
Lynn Cochrane              Rosamund Lewis            Tom Wong
Natasha Crowcroft          Lee Lior                  Jun Wu
Andrea Currie              Maurica Maher            Michael Deilgat
Heather Deehan             Rachel McCormick          Mike Drebot
Shelly Deeks               Juliana Pari              Paul Egan
Elspeth Payne              Pierre Plourde            Anne Forti
Carolyn Pim                Barbara Raymond           Eleni Galanis
Katie Rutledge-Taylor      Hilary Robinson           Judy D.Greig
Andrea Saunders            Marina Salvadori          Steven Guercio
Claudia Sarbu              Althea House              Lisa Hansen
Dena Schanzer              Alson Hinckley           Alison Hinckley
Amanda Shane               Lisa Jensen                Lisa Hansen
Joanne Sibbald             Lynn Johnston             Lyal Johnston

And any others who we may have inadvertently missed.